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Abstra t

In hadroni ollisions, the mini-jet ross se tion is formally divergent in the
limit p? ! 0. We argue that this divergen e is tamed by some e e tive
olour orrelation length s ale of the hadron. A toy model of the hadroni
stru ture is introdu ed, that allows an estimate of the s reening e e ts, and
espe ially their energy dependen e.

The perturbative parton{parton intera tion ross se tion in a hadroni ollision is
divergent roughly like
d^ / s2(p2?)
(1)
dp2?
p4?
for p? ! 0. This is to be onvoluted with parton distributions fi(x; Q2  p2?) to give a
hadroni intera tion ross se tion. The dominant ontributions ome from s attering by
t- hannel gluon ex hange. With an arti ial lower ut-o s ale p?min,
Z
Z
XZ
x1 x2 s)
2
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int (p?min) =
: (2)
2
dp?
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i;j;k;l
The jet/mini-jet ross se tion is twi e this, sin e ea h s attering gives two jets in the
lowest-order
onsidered here. Studying e.g. Tevatron ollider energies,
ps  2 TeV,approximation
< 3 GeV. Sin e
int (p?min) ex eeds the total pp ross se tion tot for p?min 
3 GeV still is well above the QCD s ale of  0:2 GeV, there is no obvious reason why
perturbation theory should have broken down, and one would seem to be in trouble. The
resolution of this paradox probably omes in several steps, and at least in two.
First of all, the mini-jet ross se tion above is in lusive. Thus, if an event ontains
two parton{parton intera tions [1℄, it ounts twi e in int (p?min) but only on e in tot .
Thereby int (p?min) > tot be omes allowed. Multiple parton{parton intera tions is the
on ept that, based on the omposite nature of hadrons, indeed several parton pairs
may s atter in a typi al hadron{hadron ollision [2℄. Over the years, eviden e for this
me hanism has a umulated [3℄, su h as the dire t observation by CDF [4℄. The events
studied experimentally, with two parton pairs at reasonably large p?, only form the tip of
the i eberg, however. One may expe t that most intera tions are at lower p?, where they
do not produ e visible jets, but only ontribute to the underlying event stru ture. As
su h, they are then believed to be at the origin of a number of key features, like the broad
multipli ity distributions, the signi ant forward{ba kward multipli ity orrelations, and
the pedestal e e t under jets [2℄.
While the e e ts of multiple intera tions on event properties are smaller for lowerp? s atterings, in the models we studied so far the intera tion rate in reases faster with
de reasing p? than the e e t per s attering, so there is no stability in the limit p?min ! 0.
The se ond ne essary aspe t is likely that a regularization of the jet ross se tion
should o ur at small p? from the fa t that the in oming hadrons are olour singlets |
unlike the oloured partons assumed in the divergent perturbative al ulations | and
that therefore the olour harges should s reen ea h other in the p? ! 0 limit. Thus
p?min ould take on a physi s meaning, roughly, as the inverse of some olour s reening
length in the hadron. Of ourse, one would not expe t a sharp ut-o of the mini-jet
ross se tion at p?min, but rather a smooth dampening. Nevertheless the p?min parameter
provides a useful rst approximation. Fits to data typi ally give p?min  2 GeV.
One key issue is the energy dependen e of p?min; this may be relevant e.g. for omparisons of jet rates at di erent Tevatron energies, and even more for any extrapolation to
LHC energies. The question a tually is more pressing now than at the time of the study
in [2℄, sin e nowadays parton distributions are known to be rising more steeply at small x
than the at xf (x) behaviour normally assumed for small Q2 before HERA. This translates into a more dramati energy dependen e of the multiple-intera tions rate for a xed
p?min, and then e to a harged multipli ity rising faster than data [5℄. Based on su h onsiderations, the p?min in the Pythia program [6℄ was made expli itly energy-dependent
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some time ago:

p?min = (1:9 GeV)



s



;
(3)
1 TeV2
with  = 0:08. This value is pi ked to agree with the s behaviour assumed in the
parameterization of the total ross se tion in hadron{hadron ollisions [7℄ that, via reggeon
phenomenology, should relate to the behaviour of parton distributions at small x and Q2.
A study of the energy dependen e of dN harged =dj=0 also on rms that an  in this range
gives sensible agreement with data [8℄.
In the following, we will develop an extremely simple model for the proton stru ture,
where the amount of s reening may be studied [9℄. Our basi approa h is to assign
an ex lusive parton on guration to ea h proton. This on guration is | for a given
evolution s ale Q | de ned in terms of the longitudinal momentum fra tion x values, the
transverse oordinate positions and olour harges of `all' the partons present in a proton.
The traditional in lusive parton-distribution pi ture is obtained as the average over many
su h proton `snapshots'. A simple plane wave represents the ex hange of a gluon between
two olliding hadrons. Longitudinal oordinates of the partons are not spe i ed, so the
ex hanged gluon is only hara terized by its transverse momentum. The ex lusive proton
pi ture then allows a omparison of a oherent versus an in oherent sum of olour harges
oupling to the plane wave. It is this ratio, oherent over in oherent, that will provide our
measure of s reening between partons in the proton. In parti ular, the long wavelength
limit then expli itly orresponds to a vanishing of intera tions between two olourless
hadrons. As the ollision energy is in reased, more partons at smaller x values be ome
a essible and the s reening e e ts in rease in importan e.
We ertainly know this ansatz to be wrong in many of its details, but still hope
that it will at h enough of the spirit to provide some insight. It is lear that a fulledged des ription | e.g. with latti e QCD al ulations | is way beyond the urrent
apability, so toy models is all that ould be o ered today. The approa h we present here
should be viewed as only one possible aspe t or formulation of the required dampening
e e t. The vanishing net olour harge of hadrons has been used in models sin e long
[10℄, as has the spatial size of the olour singlet wave fun tion [11℄. Our model also
has some similarities with the dense-pa king view of the proton [12℄, although without
the possibility of parton re ombinations. In ultrarelativisti heavy ion ollisions, densepa king saturation in ombination with the perturbative QCD ross se tion has been
used to derive an s-dependent p?min [13℄. Among alternatives, one ould mention the
possibility of a nontrivial stru ture of the QCD va uum [14℄, the solution of a DysonS hwinger equation for the gluon propagator [15℄, the introdu tion of an e e tive gluon
mass from latti e QCD results [16℄, and the possibility of several hard s atterings within
a single parton hain [17℄, e.g. formulated in terms of non-integrated stru ture fun tions
and the Linked Dipole Model des ription of non-p?-ordered hains [18℄.
In our model, the Q2 evolution of the parton distributions is given by the onventional
DGLAP equations [19℄. As usual, the starting on guration requires nonperturbative
input. A valen e-like ansatz at a small Q0 s ale [20℄ limits the number of required free
parameters. We have therefore used the GRV distributions as a referen e [21℄, where
the three valen e quarks together with two `valen e gluons' almost ompletely de ne the
proton at the small s ale Q0 = 0:48 GeV. In our simulation, these ve partons are rst
sele ted a ording to a single-parti le distribution
f (x) / x (1 x) ;
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Figure 1: Parton momentum distribution, summed over quarks and gluons. Our simulation is ompared with the GRV parameterization [21℄. (a) At the small s ale
Q0 = 0:48 GeV. (b) Evolved to Q2 = 10 GeV2 , with a ut so that bran hings do not
produ e partons below xmin = 10 4.
with tuned parameters = 0:4 and = 1:2. Thereafter all ve xi are normalized so
that their sum orresponds to unity:
(5)
(xi)norm = P5xi :
j =1 xj

This means that the original distribution is pushed towards the middle, and it is espe ially
diÆ ult to tune the low-x tail, at least with the simple f (x) ansatz above. A redu tion
of the Q0 s ale from 0.48 to 0.44 GeV helps improve the small-x behaviour, Fig. 1a.
From there on, the evolution follows the standard leading-order DGLAP formalism,
expressed in terms of Monte Carlo-generated bran hings of partons, q ! qg, g ! gg and
g ! qq. Unfettered, su h an approa h gives an in nity of gluons in the x ! 0 limit.
For the ex lusive approa h we have in mind, this is not so physi al. In the study of
s atterings above some p?min s ale, only partons above some related xmin s ale an at all
intera t. Partons below xmin then have a dubious existen e. To simplify the pi ture, we
assume they are not resolved, i.e. that only bran hings produ ing both daughters above
xmin are allowed. This redu es the amount of evolution, but not as dramati ally as might
be guessed at rst glan e. In Fig. 1b we see that, in a typi al ase, the parton density
with an xmin onstraint is at most 20% above the no- onstraints normal evolution in the
region x > xmin, while the former obviously vanishes for x < xmin. Disagreements are
more visible | but also less interesting for us | in individual parton spe ies, espe ially
for sea quarks, whi h are not part of our simple ansatz at Q0 but are in the GRV one.
The kinemati s of a hard s attering requires that x1 x2 = s^=s  4p2?=s. For ollisions
at entral rapidities this suggests xmin ' 2p?=ECM. Away from the enter, xmin would be
2
smaller on one side, down to 4p2?=ECM
, and orrespondingly larger on the other, whi h
to some extent should an el out. Therefore we will have as standard s enario that xmin
should in rease proportionately to the p? onsidered, but will in lude as alternative a xed
xmin. Furthermore, we will make the asso iation that ECM / 1=xmin, for xmin evaluated
at some xed referenpe p? like 1 GeV, but allow as alternative that the relation ould be
more like ECM / 1= xmin.
Next we onsider the assignment of transverse position oordinates. The original
ve partons are here sele ted a ording to a Gaussian shape, with a radius of 0.7 fm
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in ea h of the two transverse dimensions. This gives a minimal orrelation between the
position oordinates of these ve partons, and thus probably errs on the side of simpli ity.
Attempts with somewhat more orrelated forms gave fairly similar results, however, so
the Gaussian ansatz is not so riti al.
The spatial extent of a u tuation like q ! qg ! q, g ! gg ! g and g ! qq !
g is of order 1=Q a ording to the un ertainty relation. Therefore, when a DGLAP
bran hing o urs at a s ale Q, the two daughters are assumed to have time to u tuate
a distan e of this order away from their produ tion oordinates before they bran h in
their turn, or are probed by our plane gluon wave. The daughter partons are assumed
to move out in opposite dire tions from the produ tion vertex, with a uniform azimuthal
distribution. The two distan es are pi ked independently of ea h other, uniformly between
0 and 1=Q, alternatively between 0 and 2=Q. We will see that this hoi e is relevant,
whereas results are essentially equivalent e.g. for exponentially dampened distributions
with the same mean.pFor a parton whi h takes the momentum fra tion z in a bran hing,
an additional fa tor 1 z is in luded, giving an approximate p?=Q dampening fa tor
for thep separation in transverse rather than longitudinal dire tion. Here the relation
p? = 1 zQ follows in light- one kinemati s assuming the mother and re oiling partons
to be massless. It is of some relevan e that a very soft gluon emission does not a e t the
position of the hard parton unduly, sin e else multiple soft gluons ould lead topa too
rapid in rease of the proton radius with Q. For the nal result here, however, the 1 z
fa tor turns out not to be ru ial.
Finally we ome to the olour spa e pi ture. Here we have pi ked a simple planar
representation, with the three primary olours pla ed in a triangle around the origin.
Thus the full phase information is lost; i.e. it is possible to ensure that the proton state
is olour neutral but not that it is in a singlet. This ertainly is a major simpli ation of
the real world, and one whi h it is diÆ ult to estimate the impa t of. A gluon emission
orresponds to a quark hanging olour, e.g. q(r) ! q(b) + g(rb). The emitted gluon
thus arries one olour and a di erent anti olour, i.e. the two olour diagonal gluon states
are not populated;
another simpli ation. Further, the ratio of gluon to quark harge is
q
p
3 versus NC =CF = 3=2 in QCD. Also in a gluon bran hing to two, a new olour is
pi ked, e.g. g(rb) ! g(rg)+g(gb), in order to avoid diagonal gluons. The gluon bran hing
to quarks is unambiguous, g(rb) ! q(r) + q(b). For olour assignments in the starting
on guration, the three valen e quarks are rst pi ked to be r + g + b, and then the two
gluons are handled as if emitted from two of the quarks, pi ked at random.
An e ort is thus made to retain overall vanishing olour for all partons in a proton that
are seen by an ex hanged gluon. In ase of multiple intera tions, it ould be argued that
only the ` rst' ex hange would be between singlet hadrons, while `subsequent' ones would
be between already oloured hadrons. Clearly, the imposition of su h a time ordering
an be questioned but, even if taken at fa e value, olour s reening ould still provide a
signi ant dampening of the naive perturbative answer.
To summarize, an expli it parton on guration of the proton is onstru ted for any
value of the evolution parameter Q above some low Q0 starting s ale. Ea h parton k
is hara terized by its momentum fra tion xk , its transverse position oordinate rk and
its two-dimensional olour harge qk . If su h a proton is probed by a gluon plane wave
fun tion of transverse momentum p?, we may de ne a ratio
P
irk p? j2
j
k qk e
A= P
2
k jqk j
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Figure 2: (a- ) The amount of s reening, A in eq. 6, as a fun tion of the probing gluon
(transverse) momentum P = p?. (a) For a proton at xed evolution s ale Q2 = 10 GeV2,
and xed xmin = 10 3. (b) For a proton where the proton evolution s ale Q = p? for
p?  0:44 GeV, alternatively 1 GeV, again with xmin = 10 3 . ( ) Full: variable xmin =
10 3p? and xed Q = 2 GeV. Dashed: variable xmin = 10 3p? and Q = max(p?; 1 GeV).
Dotted: x xmin = 10 3 and variable Q = max(p?; 1 GeV). (d) The xmin dependen e of
the p?0 e e tive ut-o . See text for a explanation of the three s enarios.
between a oherent and an in oherent sum of the olour harges. Note that we assume
the ex hanged gluon to be a superposition of all possible olour-anti olour pairs, so that
we do not need to single out a spe ial dire tion in olour spa e.
The s reening e e t is most easily observed if one xes the Q of the probed proton
and then varies the p? of the probing gluon, Fig. 2a. The suppression fa tor A then
has to vanish quadrati ally as p? ! 0, but in the interesting p? range the dominant
aspe t is instead the slower rise to the asymptoti limit A = 1. The hoi e of a xed
Q s ale is representative for the way parton distributions de fa to are used with Q0 as
s ale for Q < Q0. For popular distributions like the urrent CTEQ and MRST ones [22℄,
where Q20  1 GeV2, the in lusion of a suppression fa tor then signi antly modi es the
pi ture for Q < Q0. A tually Q0 has tended to ome down with time; some years ago
Q20  4 GeV2 was the norm. Also remember that the ross se tion suppression is A2 , i.e.
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with one fa tor of A for ea h hadron beam.
A onventional hoi e, but not a unique one, is to pi k the Q s ale of parton distributions to agree with the p? s ale of the hard intera tion. Then the approa h A ! 1 is mu h
slower at large p?, sin e the bran hings that o urred at s ales Q not so mu h smaller than
p? are not fully resolved, Fig. 2b. We remind that the proton seen by a gluon probe is a
mu h more `busy' pla e than the one seen by a photon in Deeply Inelasti S attering proesses, where the gluon ontent is not probed dire tly. Thus the destru tive interferen e
we introdu e here does not invalidate the onventional stru ture fun tion measurements
and partoni interpretations. In hadroni physi s, higher order perturbative orre tions
ould partly ontain, and partly mask, the physi s of an A somewhat below unity.
More interesting is the behaviour at small p?. We here note a spike in A at the s ale
p? = Q0 = 0:44 GeV, Fig. 2b. At this s ale, the proton onsists of the original ve partons,
and these are normally well separated in spa e. Above it, the partons emitted in the
evolution pro ess tend to have a more lustered spatial distribution and therefore s reen
more. Below it, there is no further evolution of the proton but only a straightforward
destru tive interferen e. Thus the spike is an artifa t of how we dis ontinuously in Q go
from a xed proton pi ture to a very rapid evolution; remember that the evolution rate
behaves like s(Q2) dQ2 =Q2 and thus is as largest just at the lower ut-o . In order to
provide a smoother and physi ally maybe more sensible pi ture, we therefore do not probe
the proton at s ales below 1 GeV, i.e. put Q = max(p?; 1 GeV). The original Q0 s ale
and evolution below 1 GeV still lives on in terms of a sensible x/r/ olour on guration
at 1 GeV.
Fig. 2b is based on a xed xmin s ale. However, an xmin s aling / p? behaves very
similarly, Fig. 2 , if the two are mat hed for p? = 1 GeV. If instead Q is xed, the shape
is more hanged.
We now turn to the prime obje tive of this paper, namely to study the energy dependen e of p?min. A tually, the sharp ut-o (p? p?min) is not very physi al. A more
likely behaviour is a dampening fa tor something like p2?=(p2? + p2?0), where p?0 takes over
the role of free parameter. With one su h fa tor per in oming proton, the 1=p4? singularity
of the perturbative parton-parton ross se tion is regularized.
Whereas the proposed dampening form does not ompletely reprodu e the urves
shown above, qualitatively there is agreement. Instead of doing a t to the urve shape,
p?0 is extra ted as the p? value for whi h A = 1=2. This would also have been a sensible
de nition of a p?min, ba ked up by experien e with the impa t of the two regularization
pro edures on ts to data, where p?0  p?min is obtained [2℄.
The resulting p?0 values are plotted as a fun tion of 1=xmin in Fig. 2d. Three s enarios
are ompared:
1. The proton probed at a xed Q = 2 GeV s ale, travel distan e of a parton is
distributed between 0 and 1=Q of the bran hing where it is produ ed.
2. Also proton probed at a xed Q = 2 GeV s ale, but travel distan e twi e as large.
3. The proton is probed at a running Q = p?, travel distan e between 0 and 2=Q as
in 2.
In all these three ases, representative for several more studied by us, a lear energydependen e of p?0 is observed. If one tries to make a t to an exponential form p?0 /
1=xÆmin, typi ally one obtains a Æ in the range 0.05 to 0.08. However, two omments are
in order. One is that the urves tend to rise less steeply at higher energies than implied
by the t form. The other is that, if one attempts the asso iation 1=xmin / ECM, then
eq. (3) would have predi ted Æ = 2 = 0:16, i.e. a mu h steeper slope. The alternative
6

2
asso iation 1=xmin / ECM
would give ni er agreement, but we iterate that it may be the
less plausible ansatz.
In summary, we have presented a very simpleminded model of the longitudinal momentum, transverse oordinates and olour stru ture of the proton, in order to be able
to estimate olour s reening e e ts at small p?. Many of the details turn out to be less
riti al, but there are two key assumptions. The rst is that the proton, by virtue of
being a olour singlet, should ouple to a soft gluon with redu ed strength. The se ond
is that, at higher energies, the proton an e e tively be resolved into more partons that,
in prin iple, an intera t to give s atterings at a given p? s ale. We show that these two
assumptions lead to the on lusion that the perturbative ansatz for the ross se tion is
only valid above some p?min s ale that in reases with energy. If this in rease is tted
 , any value  in the range 0.05 to 0.16 ould be obtained, whi h
to a form p?min / ECM
ertainly overlaps with an experimentally a eptable behaviour. However, one lesson is
that the ansatz in eq. (3) may tend to overestimate the rate of in rease at large energies,
and thereby e.g. lead to an underestimate of multipli ities at LHC energies. Conversely,
the study of minimum bias events at LHC may help improve the understanding of very
low-p? physi s pro esses.
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